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A Socialist Critique of Bernie Sanders 

 

The presidential campaign of Bernie Sanders a self proclaimed socialist, has brought up many 

topics worthy of discussion. Many of Sanders’s positions and policies are worth noticing, such 

as making education and healthcare free for the public, although these positions are admirable, 

they are hardly considered radical. Several countries, including Germany and France, already 

provide tuition free universities and universal health care is considered a right in almost every 

industrialized nation except the United States. Can we consider these positions to be socialist?  

 Higher taxes on the one percent, universal health care, and tuition free college certainly can be 

considered progressive, but these positions alone are not unique to only socialism. Which begs 

the question is Bernie Sanders truly a socialist and what is the actual definition of socialism. 

 

There are many different variations of socialism, however the historical definition of so-

cialism is democratic worker control over the means of production, meaning putting working 

people's lives back in their own control via democracy in the workplace, schools, and commu-

nities. Socialism has always been anti-capitalist control and stands for radical grassroots de-

mocracy. This definition could be considered the cornerstone of Socialism. However, Sanders 

has only vaguely mentioned support for worker owned enterprises and co-ops. More recently 

Sanders stated Socialism is not tied to the “abolition of capitalism”.  This leaves many social-

ists scratching their heads, If Bernie Sanders is not anti-capitalist, he simply can not be consid-

ered a socialist.  However, some may be willing to let Bernie’s loose definition of socialism 

slide, he has to be anti-imperialist and pro-peace right? 

 

 Sanders has openly stated he is a  firm supporter of the Israeli occupation of Palestine 

also continuing the use of drone strikes across the Middle East. Despite the evidence from vari-

ous human rights groups such as Amnesty International, that US led drone strikes has killed 

upwards of 300 civilians. In comparison, Socialism has always stood against imperialist acts of 

aggression and oppression in all forms. There are no socialists that I know of who do not con-

demn the wanton acts of terror perpetrated under the US drone program, and call for an end to 

the Israeli occupation and the creation and recognition of some sort of  Palestinian free state.  

In summary, if Bernie is not anti-capitalist and wishes to continue and support the global “War 

on Terror” than by any reasonable standards, he can not be considered a socialist. Bernie’s use 

and definition of Socialism, makes the word devoid. Those who are interested in socialism and 

Socialists of all different strokes, should recognize Bernie for an opportunist and an imitator 

radical. Then after, we can truly start an actual discussion on the true principles of Socialism 

and make way for real social change.  
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-Ashes of Hope- 

Ashes fall around me now 

While others ask mouth open 

How bodies of those we once knew 

Chained and rotten the hopes flew 

For bread you must make the vow 

But all that happened is their vault grew 

 

We once could work to feed ourselves 

But now we only stock their shelves 

When the food went dry, we asked for help 

All they did was turn us away as if whelps 

Now as our need to survive delves 

When did life become a right? 

  

  -The Hammer-  

The hammer comes down and our chains our tightened  

Necks choked it becomes hard to breathe, 

constant worry if we will make it 

 

The hammer comes down and another shipment leaves the mine. 

All of our labor and broken bones  

simply shipped away 

 

The hammer comes down and our etchings  

are broken for a new vein 

What is culture of slaves to profits 

 

The hammer comes down  

a crumb of food is given 

we are told it is a right, it must be earned 

 

The hammer comes down 

the mine is exhausted 

they leave us chained in the dying shadows 

they leave with the gold. 
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Police 

 One Thousand One Hundred and Thirty. That is the current count of US civilians killed 

by law enforcement in 2015 alone. Every month and every day in 2016 the number of mur-

dered civilians grows. Many of the victims of police brutality were not carrying any weapon, 

non-violent, and many suffered from mental illness. It is easy to view these numbers as a statis-

tic rather than individual lives, leaving emotion lost in the numbers and statistics. 

 

 To put these numbers in perspective, according The Guardian in England and Wales a 

population of 56.9 million, only 55 civilians have been shot by police in the last 24 years. In 

comparison, there have been 59 police shootings in only the first days of 2015. It is clear that 

other developed industrialized nations do not have this level of barbarity. The United States 

clear stands alone in the shockingly high death toll at the hands of law enforcement. When we 

examine these statistics, we must ask ourselves what is the cause of police violence in the Unit-

ed States? There are several causes, one being institutional racism, second being the militariza-

tion of police since 9/11. First, as much as some deny, racism is still alive in the United States 

today. It is fact that African Americans are more likely to be incarcerated than whites, and re-

ceive longer sentences than whites. Although, whites are more likely to carry illicit drugs and 

blacks are no more prone to violent behavior than whites. According to the US News,  “Local 

prosecutors are much more likely to upgrade a case to felony murder if you’re black then if 

you’re white.” Clearly, this shows the disparity between justice for White Americans and for 

Black Americans. This lays the cornerstone for police brutality in the United States.  

 

However, police militarization also plays a pivotal role. Since 9/11 the Federal govern-

ment has provided surplus military grade weapons and additional funding to local police forc-

es. The reason to prevent “terrorist” attacks on American soil However, more Americans have 

been killed by police every year than “terrorists” since 9/11. Which begs the question who or 

what is the real mortal threat to American lives, “terrorists” or law enforcement. 

 

 Now you may ask yourself, what can I and my community do to put a stop to police bru-
tality and violence. The answer is not easy, but there are several small steps we can all take. 
First, we must continue recording police officers whenever and wherever we feel is necessary. 
Second, if we witness police brutality in our neighborhoods, cities, or even on social media, it 
is our duty to stand in solidarity with the victims. This is done by organizing, spreading aware-
ness and protesting not only the abuser of power but the who system which allows violence 
and brutality against innocent civilians. However, our biggest task is to continue to challenge 
the invalid and obsolete institutions of racism and oppression, and replace them with communi-
ty organizations based on equality and democracy.  
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Alienation of the Lower Class in Poetry 

 Throughout history, the society’s elite has always dominated and took advantage of soci-

ety’s downtrodden and lower class. Many times, their unjust domination and manipulation has 

led to the complete dehumanization and alienation of the lower class. Art forms, such as the 

poetry featured in this literary analysis, serve to express the struggles and conditions that the 

lower class face in their day to day lives. Two poems, “Ballad of the Landlord” by Langston 

Hughes, and “A Worker Reads History” by Bertolt Brecht are all prime examples of a forgotten 

class expressing their exploitation by an authoritarian elite. The poems all share the element of 

irony and satire which they use to convey two themes: alienation and manipulation. 

 

Brecht’s “A Worker Reads History” gives an in-depth theme about alienation as well. 

The poem speaks about how, throughout history, mankind’s greatest achievements have been 

credited towards the elite, or more specifically, great leaders, rather than the workers and the 

non-elite that were the ones that truly toiled to accomplish them. Throughout the poem, the 

speaker repeatedly asks the reader two questions: who did what and did the famed leader work 

with them? For example, in the first stanza, the speaker asks: “Who built Thebes of the 7 

gates? / In the books you will read the names of kings. / Did the kings haul up the lumps of 

rock?”. In asking these questions, the speaker causes the reader to realize that all the great 

wonders that we immediately attributed to great men, could not have been accomplished with-

out the labor of his subjects and followers. The kings mentioned in the aforementioned quote 

could not have built the famed gates of Thebes without the sweat of his subjects that hauled up 

the rocks. Yet, in recorded history, the workers are not given their due credit and are forgotten. 

The people discussed in “A Worker Reads History” are alienated from their labor. The workers 

may work but the product of their work is taken by the authorities. 
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While not a strong theme in Langston Hughes’s “Ballad of the Landlord”, alienation still 
appears in the poem in the form of two people from two different societal classes, fiercely al-
ienating each other. “Ballad of the Landlord” speaks about a tenant, or more specifically, an 
African-American tenant who is being unjustly evicted for not paying his dues, despite the fact 
that the tenant’s residence is in need of severe repairs. Ending in a sad note, the tenant under-
standably threatens the landlord for being unreasonable and is thrown to jail. Readers can see 
the heated tension between the lower class, African-American tenant and the upper class, pre-
sumably Anglo-Saxon landlord who argue over the rent and condition of the residence. This 
can clearly be seen when the tenant sarcastically replies “Uh huh! You talking high and 
mighty. / Talk on till you get through”  and ends it with “You ain’t gonna be able to say a word, 
if I land my fist on you” . After this stanza, the poem shifts to the perspective of the white land-
lord who proclaims “Police! Police! / Come and get this man! / He's trying to ruin the govern-
ment! / And overturn the land”. The back-and-forth threats between tenant and landlord are a 
sign of how both classes are alienated from each other’s inner humanity on the basis of their 
class and race.  

Manipulation is also discussed in “The Ballad of the Landlord”. The landlord in the po-
em manipulates the tenant through purposely giving the tenant an improper home while charg-
ing him obtuse rates. The tenant asks in the first stanza that he asked about the leak in his home 
“way last week” (4) to which, the landlord seems to ignore. Later, the tenant complains about 
owing the landlord ten bucks and says, in rebellion, “Well, that's Ten Bucks more'n I'll pay 
you / Till you fix this house up new” (11-12). When this reply did not seem to work the tenant 
threatens to punch his landlord, only for the landlord to manipulate the law towards his side. 
The landlord calls for the police and makes hyperbolic claims of how the tenant seeks to de-
stroy him and the country.  

Lastly, manipulation can be found in “A Worker Reads History”. In this particular poem, 
the theme of manipulation is closely tied to the theme of alienation. This is because the actions 
of the elite manipulated the workers which led to their alienation of workers from their labor, 
as previously discussed. In one line, the poem says, “Philip of Spain wept at his fleet. / Were 
there no other tears?” (18-19) and in another, “Frederick the Great triumphed in the Great War. 
Who triumphed with him?” (20-21).  In these two lines are elite military leaders who held re-
spective political goals. Their soldiers, who do not share the same class as them, were used, or 
more specifically manipulated, to achieve these goals. It is very unlikely that the soldiers be-
lieved or even knew what these goals were. Yet, despite the bravery of the soldiers in those 
wars, they have been manipulated and totally forgotten. They have been not only manipulated 
but also alienated from their labor. This is why poem asks a question at the end of each line; 
who fought with and for those leaders? Why were they never mentioned in the annals of histo-
ry? 

 These poems share the similar themes that critiques the way the elite upper class 
treats the lower class. In the theme of alienation, “A Worker Reads History” make the strongest 
expression of how people can become alienated from their humanity or their labor. Although it 
does not discusses the theme as much, “Ballad of Landlord” does contain some ideas on how 
alienation can be created between different classes. Finally, the two  poems contain strong ide-
as on how the elite manipulate the working class through propaganda, prejudice, and theft of 
the fruits of their labor.  
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